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Please find an Open Letter to Brian Smith which I would ask you to post on your website. 
I am asking this so that the feud between Brian and Geoff will be brought out into the open and everyone 
will know the truth .. 
This is before Brian gets deported and split from his family and Geoff succumbs to his illness and departs 
not seeing this resolved. 
I have sent a similar letter to Brian but he did not respond and that is why I am seeking your assistance in 
getting this out there. 

An Open Letter to Brian Smith aka. ftA Foreigner Farming In The Philippines. 

Brian, 
There is no doubt that you wish to put an end to the feud that has developed between yourself and G.D 
Mead. (And now as well as many other YouTubers). 

You can help if you would honestly answer the many questions that viewers (including many of your own). 
If you have all the required permits and documents, then you have nothing to fear. 

You may say, "Why should I show personal documentation on a public forum? 

My answer to that is, You, yourself have made your life public with yours and Maricel's YouTube Videos. 
So far anything that has been published about you by GD Mead and others, is all available on public record 
so it is all facts. 
In return, You have provided nothing, Just your word. 

Reading through literally 1 OOs of videos, it appears that the viewers (even many of your own) would like 
you to be a man and honestly answer a raft of questions. 

Show us proof: 

a. that you did send G.D Mead his money to the Children's Hospital as requested. 
b. that when you started Your YouTube Channel and Farming Venture that you were not on a 
Tourist Visa? 
c. that your son Blake has been registered with the US 
d. that you had a permit allowing you to work for Marjhen Aquafarming and MB Piggery because 
as your own videos shows, you were in full control of those business's. 
e. that you are registered with BIR for tax purposes. 
f. That you had a solicitation permit for the "Baby Faith' and "Buy A Pig" fundraisings. 
g. that correct financial accounting for all funds received and spent on both those fund raisers 
h. that you paid the employees the correct rate and on time as well as SSS contributions. 
i. that you paid customs duty on all those Balikbayan Box's that you have received. 
j. that some unknown Foreigner has really purchased all the swine stock of MB Piggery , 

If you have difficulty answering these, then it shows that the majority of your viewers concerns were 
correct in the assumptions that that you were indeed ebegging, scamming or just being fraudulent. 

Sincerely 

Vanessa Sorino 
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